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Neuroradiology	 is	 a	 subspecialty	 of	 radiology	 focussing	 on	 the	 diagnosis	 and	 characterization	
of	abnormalities	of	the	central	and	peripheral	nervous	system,	spine,	and	head	and	neck	using	










diseases	 can	 be	 categorized	 based	 on	 presenting	 symptoms	 and	 signs,	 such	 as	 alterations	 of	
movements	(movement	disorders)	or	functional	disturbances		in	the	cognitive	domain	(demen-




movement),	 combined	with	one	or	more	of	 the	 following:	 rigidity,	 tremor	 (usually	 in	a	 resting	
state,	but	frequently	during	activity	as	well),	and	specific	disorders	of	gait,	balance	and	posture2.	
Idiopathic	Parkinson’s	disease	 is	the	most	common	cause	of	a	hypo-kinetic	rigid	syndrome,	but	
there	 are	many	other	 neurodegenerative	diseases	 that	may	present	with	 similar	 symptoms	or	
signs	of	parkinsonism	[Table	1].	Relatively	frequent	causes	include	multiple	system	atrophy	(MSA),	














there	 is	 a	 debate	whether	 Parkinson’s	 disease	with	 dementia	 (PDD)	 and	 dementia	with	 Lewy	
bodies	(DLB)	are	the	same	disease	entities6.	In	PDD	motor	symptoms	predate	dementia,	while	in	


























	 Vascular	 parkinsonism,	 accounting	 for	 approximately	 2.5-5%	 of	 all	 cases	 of	 parkinsonism,	
develops	 as	 a	 result	 of	 ischemic	 cerebrovascular	 disease,	 so	 aetiologically	 it	 is	 classified	 as	
secondary	 parkinsonism15,16.	 Clinical	 presentation	 of	 vascular	 parkinsonism	 usually	 includes	





































	 In	 the	 literature,	 many	 studies	 are	 available	 that	 have	 evaluated	 conventional	 brain	 MR	
sequences	 in	patients	with	either	Parkinson’s	disease	or	one	of	 the	different	 forms	of	 atypical	
parkinsonism19-22.	Initial	studies	aimed	to	provide	a	diagnostic	MR	marker	for	Parkinson’s	disease,	
e.g.	by	detecting	signal	intensity	changes	or	structural	degeneration	of	the	substantia	nigra,	but	

















New,	more	advanced	 imaging	techniques	have	become	available	 for	clinical	practice	 in	the	 last	
decade20,25.	These	advanced	MR	imaging	techniques	have	helped	to	explore	and	understand	the	
pathophysiologic	 changes	 in	 Parkinson’s	 disease	 and	 atypical	 parkinsonism	 by	 in	 vivo	 correla-
tion	between	 structural	 pathologic	 changes,	 functional	 connectivity	 and	physical	 and	 cognitive	
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functioning	 in	 a	 non-invasive	 manner.	 These	 advanced	 imaging	 techniques	 include	 Diffusion	
Weighted	Imaging	(DWI),	Susceptibility	Weighted	Imaging	(SWI),	Magnetic	Transfer	Imaging	(MTI)	
and	functional	MRI	(f-MRI)20,25.	
















These	 advanced	 MR	 techniques	 hold	 promise	 to	 provide	 additional	 diagnostic	 markers	 for	
Parkinson’s	 disease	 and	 atypical	 parkinsonism.	A	 limitation	 for	 clinical	 application	 is	 that	most	











field	 strength,	 and	 for	 a	 standardized	3	 T	MR	 scanning	protocol	 extended	with	 a	 SWI	 and	DTI	
sequence.
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Outline of thesis 

















































for	 abnormalities	 related	 to	 the	 different	 forms	 of	 neurodegenerative	 atypical	 parkinsonism.	















 In chapter 7,	we	present	a	case	report	where	abnormal	brain	iron	accumulation	was	identified	
by	SWI	in	the	diagnostic	work-up	of	juvenile	onset	dystonia	and	parkinsonism.
	 A	review	of	literature	on	DWI	and	DTI	in	Parkinson’s	disease	and	the	different	atypical	parkin-
sonian disorders is given in chapter 8.	It	seems	that	DTI	can	detect	and	quantify	neurodegenera-
tive	microstructural	changes	in	different	brain	structures,	even	when	no	abnormalities	are	seen	
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Diagnostic challenges in parkinsonism
The	presence	of	 signs	and	 symptoms	of	parkinsonism	can	be	assessed	 in	 the	clinical	examina-
tion	 room,	 using	 a	 combination	 of	 history	 taking	 and	 neurological	 examination1.	 Parkinson’s	
disease	(PD)	is	the	most	frequent	cause	of	parkinsonism,	but	the	differential	diagnosis	 is	broad	

































































the	 final	 clinical	 diagnosis.	 For	 example,	 various	 signs	 and	 abnormalities	 that	 can	 be	 obtained	
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(PD)	 are	 discussed,	 with	 emphasis	 on	 clinical	 relevance.	 Conventional	 brain	 MRI	 sequences	






hold	 promise	 to	 provide	 additional	 diagnostic	markers	 for	 early	 stage	PD,	 as	 demonstrated	by	



















loss	 in	PD	 is	higher	 in	the	nigrosomes	than	 in	other	SN	subregions,	with	maximal	 loss	 in	nigro-
some	16.	 In	 later	disease	stages,	additional	 lesions	arise	 in	non-dopaminergic	brain	areas7.	The	
main	anatomical	and	functional	changes	induced	by	PD	can	be	divided	into	three	different	areas:	




atypical	 parkinsonism	 includes	 separate	 disease	 entities	 such	 multiple	 system	 atrophy	 (MSA),	
progressive	 supranuclear	 palsy	 (PSP)	 and	 cortical	 basal	 degeneration	 (CBD).	 There	 is	 a	 debate	
whether	Parkinson’s	disease	with	dementia	(PDD)	and	dementia	with	Lewy	bodies	(DLB)	are	the	






























	 In	 this	 review	article,	 conventional	 brain	MRI	 and	 advanced	MRI	 techniques	 in	 Parkinson’s	
disease	are	discussed,	with	emphasis	on	clinical	relevance.
Brain MRI in Parkinson’s disease
— Conventional imaging sequences
Routine	 brain	MRI	 is	 usually	 normal	 in	 early	 PD,	 or	will	 show	 age-related	 changes15.	 Later	 on,	




groups.	Using	VBM,	gray	matter	 loss	 in	cortical	areas	 in	the	frontal	 lobe	have	been	reported	 in	
PD17.	Cortical	atrophy	may	be	related	to	the	development	of	dementia	in	PD,	especially	when	the	
limbic/paralimbic,	anterior	cingulate	and	subcortical	grey	matter	structures	are	involved17-19.	For	













inate	 between	 PD	 and	 healthy	 controls22,23	 and	 first	 results	 were	 promising	 though	 the	 study	
population	was	small24.	More	recent	automated	comparison	with	SN	histograms	proved	better25,	
however	additional	validation	is	necessary	to	evaluate	its	diagnostic	value	in	clinical	practice.
	 In	 their	 study,	 Blazejewska	 et	 al.	 demonstrated	 in	 vivo,	 and	 post-mortem	with	 histological	
correlation,	that	high	resolution	7T	MRI	can	directly	visualize	nigrosome	126.	 In	all	10	PD	cases,	




in	 early	 disease	 stages14,28.	 In	 the	 putaminal	 form	of	MSA,	 atrophy	 and	 T2	 hypo-intense	 signal	
intensity	changes	of	the	putamen	can	be	observed.	In	the	cerebellar	form	of	MSA,	atrophy	and	






— Susceptibility Weighted Imaging






and	SWI	 can	be	useful	 in	measuring	 iron	 content	and	other	 substances	 that	 changes	 the	 local	
magnetic	field30,31	(figure	1B).	Using	a	standard	T2	sequence	as	a	measure	of	mineralization	is	unre-
liable,	as	 it	 is	 also	affected	by	 factors	 such	as	myelin	 loss	and	changes	 in	water	 concentration,	
which	vary	within	tissue	type,	presence	of	disease,	and	age31-33.
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A	number	 of	 neurodegenerative	 disorders	 are	 associated	with	 increased	 iron	 levels	 in	 specific	
regions	 in	 the	 brain.	 In	 some	 diseases	 it	 is	 clear	 that	 disturbances	 of	 brain	 iron	 metabolism	
results	 in	tissue	damage	because	of	oxidative	 stress,	 such	as	 the	group	of	 genetic	disorders	 in	
Neurodegeneration	with	 Brain	 Iron	Accumulation	 (NBIA).	 Patients	with	NBIA	 can	 present	with	












	 When	 evaluating	 pathologic	 susceptibility	 changes	 in	 other	 brain	 structures	 in	 patients	









as	mean	diffusivity	 (MD).	Restriction	of	 the	 random	motion	of	water	molecules	by	 the	normal	
architecture	of	 glial	tissue	and	fiber	 tracts	 is	 called	 anisotropy.	 Fractional	 anisotropy	 (FA)	used	
in	diffusion	tensor	 imaging	(DTI)	estimates	the	degree	of	anisotropy,	either	quantitatively	or	to	
perform	tractography	(figure	1C).	Changes	in	diffusivity	seem	to	represent	a	quantitative	measure	





















studies	 did	 not	 find	 differences	 in	 SN	 diffusivity	 measures	 between	 PD	 patients	 and	 healthy	
controls52,53.	Also,	there	is	debate	whether	a	correlation	exists	between	disease	severity	and	FA	in	
the	SN.	Some	studies	reported	a	correlation44,	whereas	others	did	not51,54.










Some	 studies	 evaluated	 diffusional	 changes	 in	 relation	 to	 severity	 of	 clinical	 symptoms	 and	 in	
relation	to	progression	of	symptoms57.	Decline	in	overall	functionality,	including	mental	status	and	
stage	of	the	disease,	was	related	to	altered	diffusion	in	the	lentiform	nucleus	and	thalamus57.
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F-MRI	 relies	 on	 detecting	 changes	 in	 cerebral	 blood	 flow.	 Blood	 flow	 to	 a	 region	 of	 the	 brain	
increases	 when	 that	 region	 is	 functionally	 active.	 The	 primary	 form	 of	 f-MRI	 uses	 the	 Blood-










showed	 increased	 connectivity	with	 the	 inferior	parietal	 cortex,	 a	finding	 that	was	 interpreted	
as	compensatory.	These	results	suggest	that	dopamine	depletion	in	PD	leads	to	a	remapping	of	



















	 Advanced	MRI	 techniques	hold	promise	 to	provide	additional	diagnostic	markers	 for	PD	 in	
early	disease	stages,	as	demonstrated	by	diffusional	changes	in	the	orbital-frontal	region	which	
are	correlated	with	pre-motor	phase	of	PD.	The	role	of	brain	MRI	in	the	pre-motor	phase	of	PD	























	 Positron	 emission	 tomography	 (PET)	 has	 been	 successfully	 employed	 to	 detect	 (preclinical)	
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Nigrosome 1 in 
Parkinson’s disease: 



















(PD).	Our	goal	was	(1)	to	confirm	the	presence	of	the	healthy	nigrosome	1	in vivo and ex vivo,	and	
(2)	to	evaluate	its	diagnostic	value	to	differentiate	between	PD	and	atypical	parkinsonism	(AP)	in	a	
prospective	cohort	with	early	stage	parkinsonism.
— Material and methods
We	 performed	 a	 case-control	 pilot	 study	 using	 high-resolution	 susceptibility	 sensitive	 MRI	 to	

























the	most	 frequent	 cause	of	parkinsonism,	other	neurodegenerative	disorders	 such	as	multiple	




in	 the	differentiation	between	PD	and	AP.	However,	 for	adequate	patient	 treatment	and	coun-
seling	it	is	important	to	establish	the	correct	diagnosis	in	early	disease	stages.	The	differentiation	




























some	1	in and ex vivo,	using	optimized	high-resolution	susceptibility	sensitive	MRI	sequences.	Our	
second	goal	was	to	evaluate	the	diagnostic	value	of	the	swallow	tail	sign	to	differentiate	between	
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PD	and	AP	 in	a	 cohort	with	early	 stage	parkinsonism	using	a	 clinical	3	T	 SWI	 sequence.	These	
pati	ents	were	prospecti	vely	recruited	as	part	of	a	larger	clinical	cohort	study.
Material and methods









	 Imaging	 was	 performed	 on	 an	 11.7T	 BioSpec	 Avance	 III	 small	 animal	MRI	 system	 (Bruker	
BioSpin,	Ett	 lingen,	Germany)	equipped	with	an	acti	vely	shielded	gradient	set	of	600	mT/m	and	
















— In vivo case-control study (optimized high-resolution 3 T SWI)
An	 optimized	 3D	 high-resolution	 SWI	 sequence	 (0.5x0.5x0.7	 mm	 voxel)	 of	 the	 midbrain	 was	





— Clinical cohort and case-control study (clinical 3 T SWI)
A	prospective	observational	study	of	60	patients	presenting	with	early	stage	parkinsonism,	part	




uncertain	 clinical	 diagnosis	 and	disease	duration	 less	 than	3	 years.	 Exclusion	 criteria	were	 age	
under	18	years,	prior	brain	surgery,	presence	of	another	neurodegenerative	disorder	and	unstable	
co-morbidity.	
	 After	mean	 clinical	 follow-up	 of	 24.6	 (±12.4)	months,	 ‘silver	 standard’	 diagnoses	 could	 be	
made	by	two	experienced	clinicians	(AR,	RE):	39	patients	were	diagnosed	with	PD	and	21	patients	
with	AP	(13	MSA-P,	3	PSP,	3	DLB,	1	vascular	parkinsonism,	1	CBS).	These	diagnoses	were	made	























MR ﬁ eld strength








Ex vivo	/	11.7	T 2D	MGE 1248/5 12 512x512 0.079	x	0.079	x	0.64 2 16	min
3D	MGE	
(11	echos)




















Mean	age	(yrs) 61.5	(9.1) 64.8	(7.7) 71.4	(7.4)
Gender	(M:F) 24:15 9:12 8:4
Disease	durati	on	(months) 21.6	(11.9) 28.4	(11.1) -
MMSE 28.5	(1.6) 28.2	(1.5) -
H&Y 1.7	(0.65)* 2.4	(0.61)* -















































some	1	 in	 the	 substanti	a	 nigra	 pars	 compacta	 in	ex vivo	midbrain	 samples	 of	 controls.	 In	 two	
midbrain	samples	with	histopathologically	confi	rmed	PD,	this	structure	was	absent.	Nigrosome	1	
could	 also	be	 identi	fi	ed	 in vivo	 in	 our	 control	 subjects	 using	 an	opti	mized	high-resoluti	on	 SWI	
sequence	on	3	T	MRI.	























been	 reported,	 though	an	optimized	3D	high-resolution	SWI	 is	probably	 crucial	with	 increased	
confidence	at	higher	magnetic	field	strengths.	In	a	very	recent	case-control	study	comparing	7	T	
and	3	T	 for	 the	evaluation	of	nigrosome	122,	 the	confidence	 in	 revealing	 the	 inner	structure	of	
the	substantia	nigra	on	3	T	was	inferior	to	that	of	7	T	as	demonstrated	by	lower	intra	and	inter	
observer	agreement	at	3	T.	Also,	the	diagnostic	accuracy	to	identify	PD	proved	to	be	slightly	lower	





















	 It	needs	to	be	determined	whether	the	absence	of	nigrosome	1	on	SWI	 in	PD	 is	 related	to	













our	prospective	observational	 cohort	 is	 that	we	do	not	have	post-mortem	confirmation	of	 the	
diagnoses,	and	therefore	we	cannot	fully	rule	out	misdiagnosis.	Well-designed	prospective	clinical	
cohort	studies	are	warranted	for	assessing	the	diagnostic	accuracy	of	the	swallow	tail	sign	in	early	















Reader 1  
PD	(n	=	39) 23	(59%) 9	(23%) 7	(18%)
AP	(n	=	21) 14	(67%) 6	(29%) 1	(5%)
Controls	(n	=	12) 1	(8%) 8	(67%) 3	(25%)
Reader 2
PD	(n	=	39) 13	(33%) 22	(56%) 4	(10%)
AP	(n	=	21) 14	(67%) 7	(33%) 0	(0%)



























































Nigra	in	Diagnosing	Parkinson	Disease.	AJNR Am J Neuroradiol 2014;	[Epub	ahead	of	print]	doi:	10.3174/
ajnr.A4158.
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Contribution of routine 
brain MRI to the 
differential diagnosis 
of parkinsonism: 
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— Material and methods
We	 performed	 a	 prospective	 observational	 study	 in	 113	 patients	 with	 parkinsonism,	 but	
without	definite	diagnosis	upon	inclusion.	At	baseline,	patients	received	a	structured	interview,	
comprehensive	and	standardized	neurological	 assessment,	and	brain	MRI.	The	 silver	 standard	
diagnosis	was	made	after	 three	years	of	 follow-up	 (PD:	n=43;	AP:	n=57),	which	was	based	on	
disease	progression,	repeat	standardized	neurological	examination	and	response	to	treatment.	
















Contribution of routine brain MRI to the differential diagnosis of parkinsonism: 




Differentiating	 Parkinson’s	 disease	 (PD)	 from	 the	 various	 forms	 of	 atypical	 parkinsonism	 (AP),	
such	as	multiple	 system	atrophy	 (MSA),	progressive	 supranuclear	palsy	 (PSP),	 and	 corticobasal	
syndrome	(CBS)	can	be	challenging,	especially	in	early	disease	stages.	Clinical	diagnostic	criteria	
are	 suboptimal	 or	 only	 partially	 validated1.	 Clinical-pathological	 studies	 show	 that	 the	 rates	 of	
misdiagnosis	during	 life	can	be	as	high	as	24%,	especially	 in	early	disease stages2-6.	However,	a	






	 Routine	 brain	 MRI	 studies,	 including	 T1,	 T2,	 T2	 FLAIR	 and	 proton	 density	 sequences,	 are	










3-year	 follow-up	 study	 in	a	 large	 cohort	of	patients	with	an	uncertain	diagnosis,	 and	used	 the	
‘silver	standard’	diagnosis	at	follow-up	(i.e.	based	on	rate	of	disease	progression,	new	neurological	
signs	and	response	to	treatment)	for	subsequent	comparisons	with	the	baseline	MRI	results.	
Material and methods 
— Study group
We	performed	a	prospective	observational	 study	 in	113	patients	with	various	 forms	of	parkin-







Patients	were	 clinically	 assessed	 (history	 taking	 and	 neurological	 examination)	 at	 baseline	 and	
after	three	years	of	follow-up.	All	examinations	were	performed	by	one	neurologist	specialized	in	












































Contribution of routine brain MRI to the differential diagnosis of parkinsonism: 

























	 Multi	ple	system	atrophy	 .. 27
	 Progressive	supranuclear	palsy .. 7
	 Dementi	a	with	Lewy	bodies .. 1
	 Corti	cobasal	syndrome .. 1

















diagnosed	with	 an	AP	was	 higher	 than	 for	 patients	with	 PD.	 Disease	 severity	 as	measured	 by	
UPDRS-III	was	slightly	higher	in	AP.
	 At	baseline	 ‘low	certainty’	about	 the	clinical	diagnosis	was	present	 in	46%	of	patients	ulti-
mately	diagnosed	with	PD	after	follow-up,	and	for	39%	of	patients	ultimately	diagnosed	with	AP	
(p=0.278).	This	was	equal	for	patients	with	short	(<36	months)	and	longer	(>36	months)	duration	
of	 symptoms	at	presentation.	After	 three	 years	 follow-up	 the	final	 diagnosis	 differed	 from	 the	
baseline	 clinical	 diagnosis	 in	 21%	of	 patients:	 6	 patients	were	 diagnosed	 PD	where	 they	were	
initially	diagnosed	AP	and	15	patients	were	diagnosed	AP	where	they	were	initially	diagnosed	PD.	
— Inter-observer agreement MRI changes












responsible	 for	 this	 additional	 discriminative	power	were	 cerebellar	 and	putaminal	 atrophy.	 In	
patients	with	low	certainty	about	the	clinical	diagnosis,	sensitivity	increased	to	68%	and	specificity	
increased	to	86%	for	the	combination	of	the	clinical	diagnosis	AP	and	cerebellar	atrophy.	






	 For	 patients	 with	 low	 certainty	 about	 the	 initial	 clinical	 diagnosis	 (42	 patients)	 putaminal	
atrophy,	 putaminal	 rim,	 hummingbird	 sign	 and	 lacunar	 infarction	 were	 seen	 in	 a	 minority	 of	
Contribution of routine brain MRI to the differential diagnosis of parkinsonism: 





















Putamen	atrophy 3	(7) 17	(30) 30	(19-44) 93	(80-98) 85(61-96) 51	(39-62)
Putamen	T2	hypointensity 6	(14) 9	(16) 16	(8-29) 86	(71-94) 60	(33-83) 44	(33-55)
Putaminal	rim 1	(2) 9	(16) 16	(8-29) 98	(86-100) 90	(54-99) 47	(37-58)
Frontal	lobe	atrophy 10	(23) 23	(40) 46	(33-59)	 77	(61-88) 72	(55-85) 52	(39-64)
Parietal	lobe	atrophy 10	(23) 26	(46) 46	(33-59) 77	(61-88) 72	(55-85) 52	(39-64)
Lateral	ventricle	dilatati	on 9	(21) 25	(44) 44	(31-58) 79	(64-89) 74	(55-86) 51	(39-64)
Third	ventricle	dilatati	on 9	(21) 25	(44) 44	(31-58) 79	(64-89) 74	(55-86) 51(39-64)
Midbrain	atrophy	 4	(9) 13	(23) 23	(13-36) 91	(77-97) 76	(50-92) 47	(36-58)
Hummingbird	sign	(n=50) 1	(6) 6	(18) 18	(8-36) 94	(69-100) 86	(42-90) 37	(23-53)
Fourth	ventricle	dilatati	on 5	(12) 16	(28) 28	(17-42) 88	(74-96) 76	(52-91) 48	(37-60)
Pons	atrophy 1	(2) 11	(19) 19	(10-32) 98	(86-100) 92	(60-100) 48	(37-59)
Pons	T2	hyperintensity 5	(12) 12	(21) 21	(12-34) 88	(74-96) 70	(44-89) 46	(35-57)
Hot	cross	bun	sign 1	(2) 4	(1) 7	(2-17) 98	(86-100) 80	(30-99) 44	(33-54)
Medulla	oblongata	atrophy 0	(0) 7	(12) 12	(5-24) 100(90-100) 100	(56-100) 46	(36-57)
Cerebellar	atrophy 7	(16) 24	(42) 42	(29-56) 84	(69-93) 77	(58-90) 52	(40-64)
Cerebellar	vermis	atrophy 2	(5) 11	(19) 19	(10-32) 95	(83-99) 85	(54-97) 47(36-58)













at	presentation,	 taking	 into	account	 the	degree	of	 certainty	about	 the	 initial	 clinical	diagnosis,	















nosis	was	more	 important	 in	predicting	the	diagnosis	at	 follow-up	than	durations	of	symptoms	
alone.	 	For	the	whole	group	brain	MRI	did	not	 improve	the	differentiation	between	PD	and	AP.	
However,	when	the	degree	of	certainty	about	 the	clinical	diagnosis	was	 low	(<80%),	brain	MRI	
did	have	some	added	diagnostic	value.	 In	 these	patients,	 cerebellar	and	putaminal	atrophy	on	
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malities.	Third,	we	did	not	have	post-mortem	brain	examination	 to	 reach	a	final	gold	 standard	
diagnosis.	However,	we	 can	 reasonably	 argue	 that	 our	 final	 diagnosis	 approached	 the	optimal	
diagnosis	one	can	reach	during	life.	Specifically,	the	final	diagnosis	was	made	during	a	consensus	
meeting	between	two	experienced	movement	disorder	specialists,	and	was	based	upon	an	exten-
sive	neurological	examination	 (performed	by	a	 single	neurologist	 in	all	patients)	after	a	clinical	
follow-up	of	 three	years.	This	also	provided	 information	about	 the	rate	of	progression	and	the	
effectiveness	of	dopaminergic	medication.	Although	high	rates	of	misdiagnosis	have	been	reported	
for	 the	 clinical	 diagnosis,	 recent	pathological	 studies	 show	high	 accuracy	 levels	 (>90%)	 for	 the	
clinical	diagnosis	when	the	diagnosis	was	made	by	movement	disorder	specialist	after	a	minimal	
follow-up	of	2	years3.	
	 Diagnostic	 accuracy	 can	 be	 improved	 by	 modifying	 conventional	 sequences	 or	 applying	
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Putamen	atrophy 36	(18-59) 100	(80-100) 100	(59-100) 58	(41-75)
Putamen	hypointensity 18	(6-41) 85	(61-96) 57	(20-88) 49	(31-66)
Putaminal	rim 23	(9-46) 100		(80-100)	 100	(46-100) 54	(37-70)
Frontal	lobe	atrophy 36	(18-59) 80	(56-93) 67	(35-89) 53	(35-71)
Parietal	lobe	atrophy 36	(18-59) 80	(56-93) 67	(35-89) 53	(35-71)
Lateral	ventricle	dilatati	on 41	(21-63) 85	(62-96) 75	(42-93) 57	(38-74)
Third	ventricle	dilatati	on 36	(18-53) 80	(56-93) 67	(35-89) 53	(35-71)
Midbrain	atrophy	 23	(9-46) 95	(73-100) 83	(36-99) 53	(36-69)
Hummingbird	sign	(n=22) 13	(2-42) 100	(56-100) 100	(20-100) 35	(16-59)
Fourth	ventricle	dilatati	on 14	(4-36) 90	(7-98) 60	(17-93) 49	(32-65)
Pons	atrophy 9	(2-31) 95	(73-100) 67	(13-98) 49	(33-65)
Pons	hyperintensity 18		(6-41) 90	(67-98) 67	(24-94) 50	(33-67)
Hot	cross	bun	sign 5	(0-25) 95	(73-100) 50	(3-97) 48	(32-64)
Medulla	oblongata	atrophy 5	(2-25) 100	(80-100) 100	(5-100) 49	(33-65)
Cerebellar	atrophy 45	(25-67) 85	(61-96) 77	(46-94) 59	(39-76)
Cerebellar	vermis	atrophy 18	(6-41) 95	(73-100) 80	(30-99) 51	(35-68)
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A ROC uncertain clinical diagnosis
	 	 area	under	te	curve	=	0.6705
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— Background and Purpose
Our	goal	was	to	evaluate	whether	SWI	has	added	value	to	conventional	3	Tesla	brain	MRI	for	the	
diagnostic	work-up	of	early	stage	parkinsonism.	
— Material and methods
We	performed	a	prospective	observational	cohort	study	of	65	patients	presenting	with	parkin-
sonism	but	uncertain	 initial	 clinical	diagnosis.	At	baseline,	3	Tesla	brain	MRI	with	 conventional	
and	SWI	sequences	was	performed.	After	clinical	follow-up,	probable	diagnoses	could	be	made	
in	56	patients,	38	patients	diagnosed	Parkinson’s	disease	(PD)	and	18	patients	diagnosed	atypical	
parkinsonian	 syndromes	 (AP),	 including	12	patients	diagnosed	with	Multiple	System	Atrophy	–	
parkinsonian	form	(MSA-P).	Also,	13	healthy	controls	were	evaluated	with	SWI.	Conventional	brain	
MRI	abnormalities	were	grouped	in	disease	specific	scores.	SWI	was	analyzed	by	a	region-of-in-
terest	method	of	 different	 brain	 structures.	One-way	ANOVA	was	performed	 to	 analyze	 group	
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information	during	 image	 acquisition,	 SWI	 is	 superior	 in	 detecting	 brain	 susceptibility	 changes	
in	 comparison	 to	 T2*	 gradient	 echo	 sequences6,7.	 SWI	 is	 emerging	 as	 a	 useful	 technique	 in	 a	









The	goal	of	our	study	 is	 to	evaluate	whether	SWI	 is	of	added	value	 in	 relation	to	conventional	
3	Tesla	brain	MRI	in	the	diagnostic	work-up	of	early	stage	parkinsonism.	
















Patients	 had	 a	 clinical	 assessment	 at	 baseline	 by	 standardized	 history	 taking	 and	 neurolog-
ical	examination	by	an	experienced	physician	 (MA,	AR).	Cardiovascular	 risk	 factors,	activities	 in	
daily	 living,	medication	use,	 disease	onset,	 clinical	 signs,	most	 affected	body	 site,	 balance	 and	
fear	of	falling	were	assessed.	Clinical	neurological	scores	were	applied,	including	the	Non	Motor	
Symptom	Scale	 (NMSS)15,	Mini-Mental	State	Examination	(MMSE)16	to	evaluate	global	cognitive	
status	 and	 the	Unified	Parkinson’s	Disease	Rating	 Scale	 (UPDRS)17	and	Hoehn	and	Yahr	 staging	
scale18	to	evaluate	motor	function.
	 At	 baseline	 all	 patients	 had	 a	 brain	MRI.	 After	 clinical	 follow-up	 final	 diagnoses	 could	 be	
made	by	 two	experienced	 clinicians	 (AR,	RE).	 These	diagnoses	were	made	according	 to	 inter-
national	diagnostic	criteria19-24	based	on	neurological	signs	that	developed	during	the	course	of	




— Brain MRI scanning protocol
At	baseline,	all	patients	had	a	3	Tesla	MRI	scan	of	the	brain	(Magnetom	Trio,	Siemens,	Erlangen,	
Germany).	The	scanning	protocol	included	3D	T1	MPRAGE,	T2	TSE,	T2	FLAIR,	proton	density	and	





Two	 neuroradiologists	 (FM	 and	 BG)	 evaluated	 conventional	 brain	 MRI	 studies	 in	 a	 standard-
ized	manner,	blinded	to	clinical	information.	First,	abnormalities	were	scored	as	they	have	been	
validated	 for	 the	 evaluation	 of	 parkinsonian	 syndromes3-5,25.	 Second,	 selected	 abnormalities	
were	grouped	 in	a	 score	 typical	 for	a	given	disease.	Atrophy	and	T2	hypo-intensity	 changes	of	
the	 putamen,	 pontine	 atrophy,	 hot	 cross	 bun	 sign,	 cerebellar	 atrophy,	 T2	 hyper	 intense	 signal	
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	 The	 region-of-interest	 (ROI)	method	was	used	 to	evaluate	 the	SWI	sequences	on	an	 Impax	
workstation,	version	6.5.3	(Agfa-Gevaert,	Mortsel,	Belgium).	A	4.9	mm2	circular	ROI	was	placed	
bilaterally	 in	 the	 following	 structures:	 caudate	 nucleus,	 putamen	 (anterior	 and	 posterior),	 red	
























directi on of 
slices
iPAT factor Acquisiti on 
ti me
(min:sec)
T2	TSE 5830	 120 120 0.6x0.6x3 48	axial - 3:43
T1	MPRAGE 2300 4.71 12 1x1x1 192	sagitt	al 2 5:47
T2	FLAIR 9000 86 150 0.7x0.6x5 28	axial 2 2:44
Proton density 2000 20 90 0.9x0.9x3 48	axial - 7:16
DWI-EPI	(b0	and	b1000) 3900 89 90 1.3x1.3x5 48	axial 2 2:10
SWI	gradient	echo 29 20 15 0.6x0.6x3 48	axial 2 4:42
Table 1 MRI	scanning	protocol
iPAT	 =	 integrated	Parallel	Acquisiti	on	Technique










	 Mean	 SWI	 signal	 intensity	 of	 the	 brain	 structures	 was	 calculated	 for	 each	 diagnosis	 and	
one-way	ANOVA,	corrected	for	multiple	comparisons	with	a	Bonferroni	correction,	was	performed	


















Age	(years) 61	(9) 65	(8) 63	(9) 67	(5) 69	(3) 67	(7)
Sex	(M:F) 23:15 9:9 6:6 1:2 2:1 9:4
Disease	durati	on	(months) 19.1	(14) 15.2	(12) 15.5	(11) 23.0	(20) 6.7	(7) -
UPDRS-III 32.1	(12) 45.2	(11) 45.5	(12) 47.5	(13) 42.7	(11) -
H&Y 1.7	(0.7) 2.6	(0.9) 2.6	(1.0) 3.0	(0) 2.3	(0.6) -
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to	 identify	MSA-P	results	 in	83%	sensitivity	with	66%	specificity,	while	 the	presence	of	at	 least	
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— Diagnosis of MSA-P
Conventional	brain	MRI	‘MSA’	score,	with	threshold	of	at	least	2	abnormalities	present,	results	in	
an	AUC	of	0.59	(0.40-0.79)	to	identify	MSA-P.	Threshold	1	results	in	an	AUC	of	0.75	(0.60-0.90).	
The	AUC	 is	 increased	 to	 0.83	 (0.68-0.98)	when	 combining	 conventional	 brain	MRI	 threshold	 2	
with	the	presence	of	SWI	grade	3	hypo-intensity	of	the	posterior	putamen.	This	increase	in	AUC	
is	explained	by	a	significant	 improvement	 in	sensitivity	 (25%	to	75%)	with	preservation	of	high	
specificity	(91%).
— Diagnosis of AP
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MSA	score,	threshold	1 11	(29) 10	(83) 1	(33) 3	(100) 83%	/	66%	for	MSA 0.64
MSA	score,	threshold	2 2	(5) 3	(25) 0	(0) 1	(33) 25%	/	93%	for	MSA 0.59
PSP	score,	threshold	1 0	(0) 1	(8) 3	(100) 0	(0) 100%	/	98%	for	PSP 0.88
Atrophy	score,	threshold	2 7	(18) 4	(33) 3	(100) 2	(67) 67%	/	74%	for	DLB 0.86
Sum	score,	threshold	2 9	(24) 8	(67) 3	(100) 3	(100) 78%	/	76%	for	AP 0.75
Sum	score,	threshold	3 8	(21) 5	(42) 3	(100) 2	(67) 56%	/	79%	for	AP 0.80
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Left  posterior putamen
Left  anterior putamen
Right posterior putamen
Right anterior putamen
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Unlike	 previous	 studies,	 we	 prospectively	 evaluated	 both	 conventional	 brain	 MRI	 and	 SWI	 in	
patients	presenting	with	parkinsonism	with	initial	uncertain	diagnosis,	where	increase	of	certainty	
about	the	diagnosis	is	of	the	most	clinical	relevance.	In	our	study	population	the	ability	of	conven-


















	 Gupta	et	al.	 reported	higher	hypo-intensity	 scores	of	 the	putamen	and	 red	nucleus	 in	PSP,	




for	PSP. Increased	 iron	content	 in	the	substantia	nigra	and	putamen	have	been	reported	 in	PSP	
mainly	in	advanced	disease	stages,	but	not	in	the	amount	as	seen	in	MSA9.	According	to	literature	
there	is	 little	evidence	of	 increased	brain	 iron	levels	 in	DLB,	but	possibly	the	substantia	nigra	 is	
affected9.
	 SWI	 signal	 intensity	 is	 influenced	by	many	 factors	besides	 iron	 content	of	brain	 structures,	




































	 Second,	 we	 did	 not	 have	 post-mortem	 confirmation	 of	 the	 diagnoses	 and	 therefore	 we	
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markable;	 particularly,	 the	 parents	 were	 healthy	 and	 well.	 Neurological	 examination	 showed	
bradyphrenia,	masked	face,	slow	saccades,	bilateral	symmetric	bradykinesia	and	rigidity	without	
tremor,	and	dystonia	of	 the	 trunk	and	 the	hands.	There	were	no	cerebellar	or	pyramidal	 signs	




ally	 in	 the	globus	pallidus	on	T2-weighted	 images,	 compatible	with	NBIA	 (Figure	1).	Dopamine	
transporter	 single-photon	emission	computed	 tomography	 (DaT-SPECT)	 investigation	suggested	
nigrostriatal	degeneration.	Mutation	analysis	was	requested	for	PARKIN,	DJ-1,	PINK,	and	PLA2G6,	
but	all	came	back	negative.










Huntington’s	 disease	 is	 an	 autosomal	 dominant	 disorder	 due	 to	 a	 trinucleotide	 (CAG)	 repeat	
expansion	 in	 the	HTT	gene.	 Juvenile	Huntington’s	disease	 is	defined	as	 a	disease	onset	before	
the	age	of	20	years	and	accounts	 for	5%	 to	10%	of	 all	Huntington’s	disease	 cases.	 The	 clinical	
picture	is	dominated	by	an	akinetic	rigid	syndrome,	but	other	features	include	epilepsy,	dystonia,	
chorea,	eye	movement	disorders,	behavioral	problems,	cognitive	problems	and	sporadically	also	
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be	added	 to	 the	growing	 list	of	neurodegenerative	diseases	with	 the	 imaging	hallmark	of	 iron	
accumulation.
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is	 limited.	 In	 recent	 years,	 various	 advanced	MRI	 sequences	 have	 become	 available,	 including	
diffusion	weighted	imaging	(DWI)	and	diffusion	tensor	 imaging	(DTI).	Here,	we	review	available	
literature	on	the	value	of	diffusion	MRI	for	identifying	and	quantifying	different	patterns	of	neuro-
degeneration	 in	PD	and	AP,	 in	relation	to	what	 is	known	of	underlying	histopathologic	changes	
and	clinical	presentation	of	these	diseases.	Next,	we	evaluate	the	value	of	diffusion	MRI	to	differ-






sonism	 (AP)	 such	 as	 multiple	 system	 atrophy	 (MSA),	 progressive	 supranuclear	 palsy	 (PSP)	 or	
cortical	basal	syndrome	(CBS)	can	be	difficult,	especially	in	early	disease	stages.	Adequate	recog-
nition	of	the	proper	diagnosis	influences	the	counseling	of	patients	and	to	some	extent	also	treat-




of	 these	clinical	 signs	offers	complete	certainty	and	many	signs	become	apparent	only	 in	 later	
disease	stages.
Various	ancillary	 investigations	are	available	 to	 increase	 the	diagnostic	certainty.	Brain	 imaging	
(CT	or	preferably	MRI)	is	mandatory	to	exclude	in	particular	underlying	cerebrovascular	disease	
and	also	 to	 identify	more	 rare	but	 important	 causes	of	 parkinsonism	 such	as	normal	 pressure	
hydrocephalus,	frontal	neoplasms	or	multiple	sclerosis5.	In	addition,	conventional	MRI	sequences	
can	 show	abnormalities	 that	point	 to	 the	possible	presence	of	AP,	as	 revealed	by	atrophy	and	
signal	changes	in	the	basal	ganglia,	brainstem	or	cerebellum.	These	abnormalities	have	high	spec-
ificity	but	 limited	 sensitivity	 for	diagnosing	AP	and	 their	 value	 is	 greatest	 in	 case	of	diagnostic	
uncertainty6-8.	
In	 recent	 years,	 diffusion	MRI	has	emerged	as	 a	promising	 tool	 as	 it	 can	 identify	 and	quantify	
microstructural	damage	in	parts	of	the	brain	which	are	unremarkable	on	routine	brain	MRI.	In	this	
qualitative	review	we	discuss	the	available	literature	on	diffusion	MRI,	including	diffusion	weighted	
imaging	 (DWI)	and	diffusion	 tensor	 imaging	 (DTI)	 in	PD	and	AP.	As	DWI	 is	able	 to	evaluate	 the	
extent	of	water	molecules	random	movement,	DTI	can	provide	directional	information.	Both	could	
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Background of DWI and DTI
Diffusion	weighted	 imaging	 quantifies	 the	 random	movement	 of	water	molecules	 by	 applying	
diffusion-sensitizing	 gradients	 between	 two	 radio	 frequency	 pulses9.	 The	 extent	 of	 diffusion	 is	





















of	microstructural	 integrity	 of	 white	matter	 tracts,	 and	 accordingly	microstructural	 damage	 in	
neurodegenerative	disorders.	In	gray	matter	water	molecular	diffusion	is	less	directional	depen-
dent	and	 therefore	gray	matter	exhibits	 lower	FA	values	compared	 to	white	matter	structures.	
Nevertheless,	 diffusional	 changes	 could	 possibly	 be	 a	 quantitative	measure	 of	microstructural	
damage	to	gray	matter	structures12.
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Diffusion MRI in Parkinson’s disease 
Parkinson’s	 disease	 is	 a	 neurodegenerative	 disorder	 that	 is	 currently	 defined	 clinically	 by	
the	 presence	of	 bradykinesia	 and	 at	 least	 one	 further	motor	 symptom	 such	 as	 rest	 tremor	 or	




















In	 a	multimodal	 approach,	 diffusion	MRI	 can	 be	 combined	with	 other	MRI	 sequences	 such	 as	
R2*	 (=	 1/T2*,	 proton	 transverse	 relaxation	 rate	 reflecting	 increased	 tissue	 iron	 content)	 	 to	
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— Diffusional changes in striatal circuits, white matter tracts and cortex
In	PD,	changes	in	FA	values	can	be	seen	throughout	the	brain	already	at	the	time	of	the	clinical	
motor	 onset,	 even	 when	 no	 significant	 atrophy	 is	 seen30.	 Reduced	 FA	 values	 in	 PD	 patients	






Yoshikawa	 et	 al.	 reported	 significant	 changes	 in	 FA	 values	 in	 white	matter	 premotor	 areas	 in	












— Clinical relevance of diffusional changes





the	 superior	and	 inferior	 longitudinal	 fasciculus,	 the	 inferior	 fronto-occipital	 fasciculus	and	 the	
uncinate	 fasciculus38.	 There	 is	 a	debate	whether	PDD	and	dementia	with	 Lewy	body	 (DLB)	are	
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thalamus	 of	 PD	 patients	 with	 depression,	 suggesting	 a	 relationship	 between	 the	mediodorsal	
thalamus	and	depressive	symptoms44.	They	also	found	a	significant	negative	correlation	between	
the	severity	of	depression	and	the	mean	FA	values	in	bilateral	mediodorsal	thalamic	regions	for	








	 Another	 example	 is	 olfactory	 dysfunction	which	 is	 present	 in	 the	majority	 of	 PD	 patients,	
even	in	the	earliest	clinical	stages	before	onset	of	overt	motor	symptoms23,46.	Several	studies	have	
reported	decreased	FA	values	or	increased	ADC	values	in	the	olfactory	tract	and	the	anterior	olfac-
tory	 region	 in	 early	 stage	 PD	patients23,47-49	 and	 these	 correlated	with	UPSIT	 scores	 (University	
of	Pennsylvania	Smell	Identification	Test)	in	one	study49.	These	findings	have	raised	the	question	
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Diffusion MRI in atypical parkinsonism
— Multiple System Atrophy (MSA) 
Multiple	system	atrophy	is	a	neurodegenerative	disease	that	manifests	with	a	variable	combina-
tion	of	parkinsonism,	cerebellar	ataxia,	autonomic	dysfunction	and	pyramidal	signs.	It	is	divided	
into	 two	 clinical	 subtypes,	 one	with	 predominant	 cerebellar	 symptoms	 (MSA-C)	 and	 one	with	
predominant	parkinsonian	symptoms	(MSA-P)54.	In	MSA-P,	the	nigrostriatal	system	is	the	main	site	
of	pathology,	and	in	MSA-C	mainly	the	pontocerebellar	system55.	As	in	PD,	the	pathologic	hallmark	






rior	 putamen,	 globus	 pallidus	 and	 caudate	 nucleus	 are	 found	 in	MSA-P	 compared	 to	MSA-C67.	



















— Progressive Supranuclear Palsy (PSP) 
Progressive	 supranuclear	 palsy	 is	 a	 neurodegenerative	 disorder	with	 two	main	 clinical	 presen-
tations.	The	classic	phenotype	 is	now	called	Richardson’s	 syndrome	 (PSP-RS)	and	 is	 	 character-
ized	by	early	onset	postural	 instability	 and	 falls,	 supranuclear	 vertical	 gaze	palsy	 and	 cognitive	






In	 a	 diffusion	 tensor	 study,	 Blain	 et	 al.	 found	 increased	MD	 values	 in	 the	 decussation	 of	 the	
superior	 cerebellar	 peduncles	 (SCP)	 in	 PSP	 compared	 with	 both	 MSA	 or	 PD	 (mean	 disease	
duration	5.3	years)65.	Similarly,	other	groups	have	found	increased	diffusivity	values	in	the	SCP72,73.	
Histopathologic	 changes	 in	 PSP	 include	damage	 in	 the	dentate	nucleus	 of	 the	 cerebellum	and	
its	projection	fibers	 in	 the	SCP74.	 The	 clinical	 significance	of	damage	 to	 the	 superior	 cerebellar	
peduncle	in	PSP	is	uncertain	and	degeneration	of	the	SCP	appears	unrelated	to	disease	duration	
or	typical	clinical	findings	such	as	gaze	palsy	and	postural	instability75,76.











	 DTI	 changes	 in	 different	 parts	 of	 the	 brain	 in	 PSP	 have	 also	 been	 demonstrated	 by	 other	
groups80-84.	 Padovani	 et	 al.	 reported	 decreased	 FA	 values	 in	 white	matter	 structures	 (superior	
longitudinal	 fasciculus,	 anterior	 part	 of	 corpus	 callosum,	 arcuate	 fasciculus,	 posterior	 thalamic	
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— Corticobasal Degeneration (CBD)
Corticobasal	degeneration	is	one	of	the	causes	of	a	corticobasal	syndrome	(CBS)85.	Clinical	diag-
nostic	criteria	are	based	on	motor	impairment	related	to	basal	ganglia	dysfunction	(asymmetric	
parkinsonism,	 rigidity)	 and	 cortical	 dysfunction	 (alien	 limb	 phenomenon,	 apraxia)86.	 Cognitive	




in	 the	hemisphere	contralateral	 to	 the	most	affected	body	side	were	 found72.	Moreover,	 these	
values	correlated	with	UPDRS	scores	and	H&Y	stages72.	In	a	DTI	study,	Erbetta	et	al.	demonstrated	
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118
8
Diff usion MRI to discriminate between PD and AP
As	diff	usion	MRI	 seems	 to	be	 able	 to	 identi	fy	diff	erent	 circuits	 of	microstructural	 damage	 in	
parkinsonism,	it	could	potenti	ally	serve	as	an	additi	onal	diagnosti	c	tool	to	discriminate	between	
PD	and	AP.
— Putamen, caudate nucleus and globus pallidus
High	ADC	values	 in	 the	putamen	at	1.5T	have	been	reported	consistently	 to	disti	nguish	MSA-P	
from	PD	with	high	diagnosti	c	accuracy	values57-59,62,67,72.	Although	there	appears	to	be	more	severe	
involvement	of	the	posterior	part	of	the	putamen	compared	to	its	anterior	part	in	MSA-P60,	signifi	-
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8








— Midbrain, pons and cerebellumm
Interestingly,	significant	higher	ADC	values	in	the	midbrain	in	PSP	compared	to	MSA,	PD	and	HC	








to	 the	diffusion	MRI	 technique,	as	 this	study	used	STEAM-based	DTI	 (rapid	 imaging	alternative	
to	EPI-based	methods)	which	is	known	to	have	lower	signal	intensity-to-noise	ratio	compared	to	
EPI-based	DTI90.








— Cerebral hemispheric histograms
Higher	median	ADC	values	of	the	cerebral	hemispheric	histograms	have	been	reported	to	discrim-
inate	CBD	from	PD,	PSP	and	healthy	controls	with	complete	separation	between	groups72.	In	CBS,	
increased	 corpus	 callosum	MD	and	decreased	 FA	 values	 are	 reported	differentiating	CBS	 from	
PD91,	although	diffusivity	changes	in	the	genu	of	the	corpus	callosum	in	PD	are	reported31.
Clinical Application of Brain MRI in Parkinsonism
120
8
Evaluating disease progression with diffusion MRI
A	 longitudinal	 assessment	 of	 serial	MRI-derived	 parameters	 offers	 the	 opportunity	 for	 robust	
inferences	 regarding	 the	progression	of	an	underlying	disease.	 In	 the	field	of	movement	disor-
ders	 and,	 in	 particular,	 neurodegenerative	parkinsonism,	 serial	MRI	would	 offer	 the	 possibility	





















MRI	 as	 an	additional	 diagnostic	 tool	 to	differentiate	between	PD	and	AP.	 Especially	 diffusional	
changes	in	the	putamen,	brainstem	and	cerebellar	peduncles	could	possibly	improve	the	discrim-
ination	 between	 PD	 and	 AP	 in	 early	 disease	 stages.	 Diffusional	 changes	 in	 several	 structures	
combined	would	probably	 increase	accuracy	of	diagnosis	as	suggested	by	a	 recent	publication,	
though	in	this	study	patients	in	advanced	disease	stages	were	included94.
As	 diagnostic	 certainty	 increases	 with	 disease	 progression,	 most	 studies	 included	 patients	
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included.	Obtaining	 chance	 findings	was	 a	 serious	 risk,	 especially	when	 appropriate	 corrections	 for	
multiple	comparisons	at	either	the	voxel	or	cluster	level	have	not	been	performed.	Independent	confir-
mation	in	new	patient	groups	is	present	for	only	a	limited	number	of	the	described	abnormalities.	
	 Almost	all	studies	 included	PSP	patients	suffering	from	the	most	reliably	 identifiable	classic	
picture	of	PSP,	while	the	true	diagnostic	dilemma	lies	with	atypical	presentations	such	as	PSP-P70,95.	






































9.	 Le	Bihan	D.	Looking	into	the	functional	architecture	of	the	brain	with	diffusion	MRI.	Nat Rev Neurosci 
2003;	4:	469-480.


















20.	 Pavese	N,	Brooks	DJ.	Imaging	neurodegeneration	in	Parkinson’s	disease.	Biochim Biophys Acta	2009;	
1792:	722-729.
21.	 Yoshikawa	K,	Nakata	Y,	Yamada	K,	Nakagawa	M.	Early	pathological	changes	in	the	parkinsonian	brain	
demonstrated	by	diffusion	tensor	MRI.	J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry	2004;	75:	481-484.
22.	 Chan	LL,	Rumpel	H,	Yap	K,	Lee	E,	Loo	HV,	Ho	GL,	et	al.	Case	control	study	of	diffusion	tensor	imaging	in	
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Parkinson	disease.	AJNR Am J Neuroradiol	2008;	29:	674-680.	
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White	matter	involvement	in	idiopathic	Parkinson	disease:	a	diffusion	tensor	imaging	study.	AJNR Am J 
Neuroradiol	2009;	30:	1222-1226.	
32.	 Karagulle	Kendi	AT,	Lehericy	S,	Luciana	M,	Ugurbil	K,	Tuite	P.	Altered	diffusion	in	the	frontal	lobe	in	
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Does Diffusion Tensor 
Imaging improve the 
diagnostic accuracy of 











Published as: Conventional 3T Brain MRI and Diffusion Tensor Imaging in the diagnostic 
work-up of early stage parkinsonism. Neuroradiology 2015; Epub ahead of print.
139






(ROI)	 measures	 of	 diffusion-tensor-imaging	 (DTI)	 to	 differentiate	 between	 neurodegenerative	
atypical	parkinsonism	(AP)	and	Parkinson’s	disease	(PD)	in	early	stage	parkinsonism.
— Material and methods
We	 performed	 a	 prospective	 observational	 cohort	 study	 of	 sixty	 patients	 with	 early	 stage	
parkinsonism	 and	 initial	 uncertain	 diagnosis.	 At	 baseline,	 patients	 underwent	 a	 3	 Tesla	 brain	
MRI	 including	DTI.	After	clinical	 follow-up	(mean	28.3	months),	diagnoses	could	be	made	 in	49	






Significantly	 higher	 MD	 of	 the	 centrum	 semiovale,	 body	 corpus	 callosum,	 putamen,	 external	
capsule,	 midbrain,	 superior	 cerebellum	 and	 superior	 cerebellar	 peduncles	 was	 found	 in	 AP.	


























	 Although	certainty	about	the	diagnosis	 increases	during	clinical	 follow-up,	the	aim	of	ancil-
lary	 investigations	 is	 to	 increase	certainty	about	 the	diagnosis	 in	early	disease	 stages,	which	 is	
important	for	adequate	patient	counseling	and	to	some	extent	also	treatment5.	It	has	been	shown	
























	 Our	 study	 objective	was	 to	 evaluate	whether	 ROI	measures	 of	DTI	 improve	 the	 diagnostic	
accuracy	of	conventional	3	Tesla	brain	MRI	in	the	diagnostic	work-up	of	early	stage	parkinsonism,	
to	differentiate	between	Parkinson’s	disease	and	neurodegenerative	atypical	parkinsonism.	







period	 2010-2012.	 Study	 inclusion	 criteria	 were:	 clinical	 signs	 and	 symptoms	 of	 parkinsonism	






AR)	and	 included	standardized	history	 taking	and	neurological	examination.	Cardiovascular	 risk	
factors,	 activities	 in	daily	 living,	medication	use	 (including	 response	 to	anti-parkinsonian	medi-
cation),	 disease	 onset,	 clinical	 signs,	most	 affected	 body	 site,	 balance	 and	 fear	 of	 falling	were	
assessed.	 Clinical	 neurological	 scores	 were	 applied,	 including	 the	 Non	 Motor	 Symptom	 Scale	




by	two	experienced	clinicians	(AR,	RE)	according	to	international	diagnostic	criteria17-23 based on 
neurological	signs	 that	developed	during	 the	course	of	 the	disease	 (as	 identified	during	repeat	
neurological	 exams),	 rate	 of	 disease	 progression	 and	 treatment	 response.	 Using	 these	 ”silver	
standard”	diagnoses,	 the	ability	of	brain	MRI	and	DTI	 to	differentiate	between	PD	and	AP	was	
evaluated.	
— Brain MRI scanning protocol























The	 in-house	 developed	 algorithm	 named	 ‘PATCH’25	 was	 employed	 to	 the	 raw	 DTI	 data	 to	




MNI z -4MNI z -0 MNI z -20
PD (n=30) AP (n=19) p-value
Age	(years) 61.9	(8.1) 65.5	(7.6) ns
Sex	(M:F) 17:13 8:11 ns
Disease	durati	on	(months) 21.6	(11.9) 28.4	(11.1) p	=	0.008
UPDRS-III 31.6	(10.2) 43.5	(11.4) p	<	0.001
H&Y 1.7	(0.7) 2.4	(0.6) p	=	0.001
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9
re-weighted-least-squares	 algorithm.	 Corrections	 of	 eddy	 current	 and	 motion	 artifacts	 were	
performed	simultaneously.	
	 First,	 a	 TBSS	 analysis	 was	 performed.	 FA	 and	MD	were	 calculated	 using	 DTIFit	 within	 the	
FSL	 toolbox	 (Functional	MR	 Imaging	of	 the	Brain	Software	Library,	University	of	Oxford,	United	













































	 Mean	duration	of	 follow-up	was	 longer	 for	PD	patients	 (31.2	±	6	months)	 than	 for	AP	 (23.7	
±	10	months).	The	group	of	AP	included	12	patients	diagnosed	MSA-P,	3	patients	PSP,	3	patients	
DLB	and	1	patient	CBD.	In	comparison	to	PD,	the	group	of	AP	had	a	statistically	significant	longer	
disease	duration	 (mean	28.4	versus	21.6	months),	higher	 scores	of	disease	severity	 (H&Y	mean	
score	of	2.4	versus	1.7)	and	severity	of	motor	symptoms	(UPDRS-III	mean	score	of	43.5	versus	31.6).	
Demographic	data	are	summarized	in	Table	1.























comparison	 to	PD,	but	 also	higher	 than	 the	other	 forms	of	AP	 (though	not	 reaching	 statistical	
significance).	MD	values	of	the	left	SCP	were	significantly	higher	in	MSA-P	in	comparison	to	PD	but	
comparable	to	PSP	and	DLB.	In	PSP,	significantly	higher	MD	values	of	the	midbrain	and	right	SCP	





	 Figure	3	shows	box-plots	of	 the	distribution	of	MD	values	 for	 the	different	diseases.	Based	
on	additional	ROC	analyses	to	determine	optimal	sensitivity	and	specificity,	threshold	MD	values	
were	determined	 to	discriminate	AP	 from	PD:	MD	value	of	0.9x10-3 mm2/sec	 for	 the	putamen	









that	we	did	not	 include	 the	putaminal	 rim	sign	 in	our	analysis	 to	evaluate	 the	performance	of	
conventional	brain	MRI.
































AP versus PD (p < 0.05)
MSA-P versus PD (p < 0.05)








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































to	PD.	FA	of	the	centrum	semiovale	was	significantly	 lower	 in	AP.	This	pattern	of	differences	 in	
diffusivity	 probably	 represents	 the	 summation	 of	microstructural	 changes	 of	 different	 disease	
















changes	 of	 the	 putamen	 in	MSA	 correspond	 to	 known	underlying	 neuropathologic	 changes	 in	
































in	early	 stage	PD,	while	PDD	 frequently	occurs	 in	 late	 stages.	Contradictory	 study	 results	have	
been	published	 for	DTI	 studies	 comparing	DLB	with	PDD42-45,	 though	 these	discrepancies	 could	
be	attributed	to	differences	in	scanning	protocols	and	MRI	field	strengths.	It	remains	to	be	deter-
mined	whether	DTI	could	provide	diagnostic	markers	to	identify	DLB.
As	many	 studies	on	DTI	 in	parkinsonism	 focused	on	 group	analyses	 and	evaluating	patients	 in	
advanced	 disease	 stages10,	 the	 challenge	 now	 lies	 in	 clinical	 application	 of	 quantitative	 DTI	 in	






criteria	 for	 clinical	 use	 are	 not	 readily	 provided	which	 hinders	 the	 evaluation	 of	 an	 individual	
patient.	Quantitative	measures	of	diffusivity	of	an	individual	patient	can	easily	be	performed	with	
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9
	 The	 complexity	 of	 interpreting	 diffusional	 changes	 is	 illustrated	 by	 two	 recently	 published	







































	 Second,	 we	 did	 not	 have	 post	mortem	 confirmation	 to	 reach	 the	 gold	 standard	 diagnosis	
and	cannot	fully	exclude	misdiagnosis.	Clinical	follow-up	enabled	us	to	improve	certainty	of	the	
diagnosis.	It	has	been	shown	that	in	the	hands	of	an	experienced	movement	disorder	specialist,	

























These	machine-learning	 techniques	 rely	 on	 algorithms	 analyzing	 imaging	 data	without	 a-priori	








































Putaminal	atrophy 4	(13) 3	(16) 3	(25) 0	(0) 0	(0) 0	(0) 0.92
Putaminal	T2	hypo-intensity 2	(7) 9	(47) 7	(58) 1	(33) 1	(33) 0	(0) 0.94
Putaminal	rim 15	(30) 7	(37) 4	(33) 1	(33) 1	(33) 1 0.00
Pons	atrophy 1	(3) 2	(11) 2	(17) 0	(0) 0	(0) 0	(0) 0.48
Hot	cross	bun	sign 0	(0) 0	(0) 0	(0) 0	(0) 0	(0) 0	(0) 1.00
Cerebellar	atrophy 4	(13) 6	(32) 3	(25) 0	(0) 3	(100) 0	(0) 0.46
MCP	T2	hyper-intensity 0	(0) 3	(16) 3	(25) 0	(0) 0	(0) 0	(0) 0.65
Midbrain	Atrophy 0	(0) 3	(16) 1	(5) 2	(67) 0	(0) 0	(0) 0.73
Hummingbird sign 0	(0) 4	(21) 1	(5) 3	(100) 0	(0) 0	(0) 1.00
Midbrain	<14	mm 0	(0) 3	(16) 1	(5) 2	(67) 0	(0) 0	(0) 0.65
Corti	cal	atrophy 10	(33) 9	(47) 5	(26) 1	(33) 3	(100) 0	(0) 0.62
Dilatati	on	3rd	ventricle 5	(17) 12	(63) 7	(58) 3	(100) 2	(67) 0	(0) 0.67
Dilatati	on	lateral	ventricles 4	(13) 8	(42) 4	(33) 2	(67) 2	(67) 0	(0) 0.94
Infarcti	on 2	(7) 1	(5) 0	(0) 0	(0) 1	(33) 0	(0) 0.64
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9





































































PD MSA PSP DLB control
Putamen right MD
PD MSA PSP DLB control
Midbrain right MD

















PD MSA PSP DLB control
Putamen left  MD
PD MSA PSP DLB control
Midbrain left  MD
PD MSA PSP DLB control
SCP left  MD






































demonstrated	by	diffusion	tensor	MRI.	J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry	2004;	75:	481-484.
12.	 Stoessl	AJ.	Neuroimaging	in	the	early	diagnosis	of	neurodegenerative	disease.	Transl Neurodegener 
2012;	1:	5.
































multiple	system	atrophy	at	3T.	AJNR Am J Neuroradiol	2005;	26(9):	2238-2242.
27.	 Focke	NK,	Helms	G,	Pantel	PM,	et	al.	Differentiation	of	typical	and	atypical	Parkinson	syndromes	by	



































and	without	dementia:	evaluation	by	diffusion	tensor	tract-specific	analysis.		AJNR Am J Neuroradiol 
2012;	33:	890-895.












































































nostic	 work-up	 of	 patients	 presenting	 with	 parkinsonism.	 Nevertheless,	 the	 work	 presented	







or	 to	 support	 the	 diagnosis	 of	 atypical	 parkinsonism.	 The	 added	diagnostic	 value	 of	 brain	MR	
imaging	 is	 relatively	highest	 for	 those	patients	where	the	clinical	diagnostic	certainty	 is	 lowest.	
Brain	MR	imaging	should	therefore	be	considered	especially	when	one	or	more	red	flags	(i.e.	a	
set	of	clinical	signs	or	symptoms	which,	when	present,	increase	the	likelihood	of	atypical	parkin-




disease	 pathology	 has	 not	 yet	 developed	 fully,	 and	 this	 decreases	 the	 likelihood	 of	 observing	
structural	changes	using	standard	MRI	techniques.	This	underscores	the	importance	and	potential	
diagnostic	utility	of	using	advanced	 imaging	techniques,	as	 is	also	discussed	 in	 this	study.	Such	
advanced	MR	 imaging	 techniques	 have	helped	 to	 explore	 and	 to	 understand	pathophysiologic	
changes	 in	 Parkinson’s	 disease	 and	 the	 different	 forms	 of	 atypical	 parkinsonism,	with	 a	major	






Brain MRI in Parkinson’s disease
The	 diagnosis	 of	 idiopathic	 Parkinson’s	 disease	 remains	 a	 clinical	 diagnosis.	 Diagnostic	MR	
imaging	 markers	 specific	 for	 Parkinson’s	 disease	 are	 generally	 lacking,	 as	 we	 have	 seen	 in	
chapter 3.	Conventional	brain	MR	imaging	can	show	cortical	atrophy	of	the	frontal	or	temporal	
lobes	 in	advanced	disease	 stages,	but	 this	 is	not	 specific	 for	Parkinson’s	disease.	Regions	of	
atrophy	 can	 be	 assessed	 quantitatively	 using	measurements	 of	 diameters	 and	 areas,	 or	 by	
voxel-based	morphology	 (VBM)1.	 For	 routine	 clinical	 diagnostic	work-up,	 the	 use	 of	 VBM	 is	
limited	as	no	clear	diagnostic	criteria	have	yet	been	defined	or	validated;	moreover,	post-pro-
cessing	can	be	time	consuming.






different	 studies.	A	drawback	of	 such	quantitative	measurements	 is	 that	 those	usually	depend	
on	the	magnetic	field	strength	and	MR	scanning	protocol.	Moreover,	values	measured	may	differ	
between	 different	 MRI	 scanner	 types.	 With	 regard	 to	 quantitative	 diffusion	 MR	 imaging,	 the	
complexity	 of	 interpreting	 diffusional	 changes	 is	 illustrated	 by	 two	 recently	 published	 system-
atic	reviews,	which	differed	in	their	conclusion	whether	DTI	of	the	substantia	nigra	can	be	used	
as	 a	 diagnostic	marker	 for	 Parkinson’s	 disease5,6.	 Differences	 in	 studies	 included	 in	 these	 two	
meta-analyses	as	well	as	a	variation	of	extracted	values	from	included	studies	could	explain	their	




















for	 targeting	deep	brain	 stimulation	 surgery12.	Whether	or	not	 it	would	be	 relevant	 to	 identify	
nigrosome	1	on	high-resolution	SWI	and	its	relation	with	the	subthalamic	nucleus	for	deep	brain	
stimulation	surgery	planning	and	targeting,	would	be	an	interesting	subject	for	future	research.




































report presented in chapter 7.	This	15	year-old	girl	presented	with	 juvenile	onset	dystonia	and	
parkinsonism,	 and	 she	was	 finally	 diagnosed	with	Huntington’s	 disease.	We	 noticed	 increased	
susceptibility	of	the	globus	pallidus	on	the	SWI	sequence	(Figure	1,	page	106),	which	is	most	likely	
caused	by	abnormal	iron	accumulation.	This	could	be	an	additional	diagnostic	MR	imaging	marker	







































the	 AUC	was	 slightly	 increased	 to	 identify	 the	 subgroup	 of	MSA-P.	 Disease	 specific	 diagnostic	

















imaging	 systems,	 scanning	protocols	and	magnetic	field	 strength	 should	be	 taken	 into	account	
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greatest	 clinical	 relevance),	 well	 designed	 prospective	 clinical	 cohort	 studies	 are	 warranted.	
Conducting	 such	 a	 study	 is	 challenging,	 as	 obtaining	 histopathologic	 confirmation	 for	 larger	
study	 populations	 is	 practically	 impossible.	 Diagnosis	 based	 on	 adequate	 clinical	 follow-up	 by	











of	 early	 stage	 parkinsonism	 is	 greatest	 in	 case	 of	 uncertainty	 about	 the	 clinical	 diagnosis.	 To	
further	 enhance	 the	 diagnostic	 yield,	 an	 optimized	MR	 imaging	 scanning	 protocol	 is	 advised,	
which	 includes	 a	 T2*	 or	 SWI	 sequence.	We	 have	 demonstrated	 that	 severe	 hypo-intensity	 of	










tural	changes	 in	different	brain	structures,	which	 is	 in	 line	with	known	histopathologic	changes	
of	the	different	diseases.	DTI	remains	therefore	a	promising	technique	to	improve	the	diagnostic	
accuracy	of	brain	MR	imaging,	but	there	is	a	need	for	validated	disease-specific	diagnostic	criteria.















































































































MRI hersenen bij de ziekte van Parkinson 
Het	vaststellen	van	de	ziekte	van	Parkinson	blijft	een	klinische	diagnose.	Er	 is	vooralsnog	geen	
diagnostische	MRI-marker	specifiek	voor	de	ziekte	van	Parkinson	voorhanden,	zoals	we	hebben	














de	 verschillende	 onderzoeksresultaten	 zijn	 niet	 consistent.	 Een	 nadeel	 van	 zulke	 kwantitatieve	
metingen	 is	 dat	 deze	 afhankelijk	 zijn	 van	de	magnetische	 veldsterkte	 en	het	MRI-scanprotocol	
die	 is	gebruikt.	Bovendien	kunnen	de	gemeten	waarden	verschillen	 tussen	verschillende	 typen	
MRI-scanners.	De	complexiteit	van	het	interpreteren	van	gemeten	waarden	op	diffusie	MRI	wordt	




















waarde	om	de	 ziekte	 van	Parkinson	 te	onderscheiden	 van	atypisch	parkinsonisme	en	 gezonde	
controles,	en	de	afwezigheid	van	een	zwaluwstaart	was	niet	specifiek	voor	de	ziekte	van	Parkinson.	
Een	geoptimaliseerde	hoge	resolutie	SWI-sequentie	is	waarschijnlijk	essentieel	om	nigrosoom	1	






soom	1	op	SWI,	en	de	 relatie	met	de	nucleus	 subthalamicus,	 relevant	 is	voor	het	plannen	van	
diepe	hersenstimulatie	zou	een	interessant	onderwerp	kunnen	zijn	voor	toekomstig	onderzoek.
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MRI hersenen bij de diagnostiek van parkinsonisme 
De	 diagnostische	waarde	 van	 een	 standaard	MRI-scan	 van	 de	 hersenen	 voor	 de	 differentiatie	
tussen	ziekte	van	Parkinson	en	atypisch	parkinsonisme	is	geëvalueerd	in	hoofdstuk 5.	We	hebben	
een	prospectieve	observationele	cohort	studie	uitgevoerd,	onderdeel	van	een	grotere	klinische	
cohort	 studie13,	 bij	 113	 patiënten	met	 parkinsonisme	 zonder	 definitieve	 diagnose	 bij	 opname.	
Na	klinische	follow-up	kon	de	toegevoegde	diagnostische	waarde	van	de	MRI	hersenen	worden	
geëvalueerd	bij	 100	patiënten.	De	analyse	 van	de	MRI	hersenen	 ten	opzichte	 van	de	 klinische	
diagnose	 bij	 presentatie,	 rekening	 houdend	 met	 de	 mate	 van	 (on)zekerheid	 over	 de	 eerste	
klinische	diagnose,	en	een	nauwkeurig	gedefinieerde	 ‘zilveren	standaard’	diagnose	na	drie	 jaar	




































met	 ijzerstapeling,	 onder	 andere	 een	 groep	 van	 zeldzame	 genetische	 aandoeningen	 genaamd	
Neurodegeneration	with	Brain	Iron	Accumulation	(NBIA)14.
 In hoofdstuk 8	hebben	wij	aan	de	hand	van	beschikbare	literatuur	de	waarde	van	diffusie	MRI	
bij	de	ziekte	van	Parkinson	en	de	verschillende	vormen	van	atypisch	parkinsonisme	besproken.	
Verschillende	 patronen	 van	 neurodegeneratie	 kunnen	worden	 geïdentificeerd	 op	 diffusie	MRI,	
welke	 lijken	 te	 correleren	met	bekende	histopathologische	veranderingen	 in	het	brein	voor	de	
verschillende	ziekten.	Afwijkingen	kunnen	worden	gedetecteerd	zonder	dat	er	structurele	afwij-
kingen	te	zien	zijn	op	een	standaard	MRI-onderzoek.	De	studieresultaten	zijn	veelbelovend	dat	
diffusie	MRI	 van	meerwaarde	 kan	 zijn	 voor	 de	MRI-diagnostiek	 bij	 parkinsonisme.	Met	 name	
lijken	diffusie	 veranderingen	van	het	putamen,	de	hersenstam	en	het	 cerebellum	het	mogelijk	
te	maken	om	te	discrimineren	 tussen	de	ziekte	van	Parkinson	en	de	verschillende	vormen	van	
atypisch	 parkinsonisme	 in	 een	 vroeg	 stadium	 van	 de	 ziekte.	 Een	 belangrijke	 beperking	 van	 de	
studies	omtrent	diffusie	MRI	bij	parkinsonisme,	is	het	ontbreken	van	gestandaardiseerde	MRI-scan	
protocollen	en	nabewerking	algoritmes	en	deze	belemmeren	een	vergelijking	tussen	de	verschil-
lende	 studie	 resultaten.	 Hoewel	 veranderingen	 op	 diffusie	MRI	 een	 kwantitatieve	maat	 lijken	
















waarden	 van	 het	mesencephalon	 en	 de	 rechter	 superior	 cerebellaire	 pedunkel	waargenomen.	
Op	basis	van	de	verdeling	van	de	MD	waarden	tussen	de	verschillende	ziekten	werden	de	MD	


























Bij	 het	 vaststellen	 van	 diagnostische	 criteria	 van	 kwantitatieve	MRI-technieken	moet	 rekening	















De	 rol	 van	 de	MRI	 hersenen	 in	 de	 pre-motore	 fase	 van	 de	 ziekte	 van	 Parkinson	moet	 verder	
worden	onderzocht.	Zoals	we	hebben	gezien	zou	het,	gezien	de	resultaten	van	de	gepubliceerde	
studies	 in	de	 literatuur,	 interessant	 zijn	of	 een	 combinatie	van	 reuktest	 en	DTI	 kan	helpen	om	





















In	 dit	 proefschrift	hebben	wij	 laten	 zien	dat	 de	 toegevoegde	waarde	 van	de	MRI	 hersenen	bij	












































































































samenwerking	 in	de	afgelopen	 jaren	als	 zeer	prettig	en	 inspirerend.	Sinds	mijn	coschap	neuro-
logie	ben	 ik	onder	de	 indruk	van	de	ambitie	en	motivatie	van	de	medewerkers	van	de	afdeling	
neurologie	en	het	hoge	niveau	van	de	dagelijks	geleverde	patiëntenzorg.	Het	Parkinson	Centrum	

















	 Beste	 Marcel,	 je	 bent	 een	 fantastische	 copromotor.	 Als	 elke	 begeleider	 zo	 laagdrempelig	
beschikbaar	 zou	 zijn	 voor	 overleg,	 dan	 is	 dat	 bijna	 een	 garantie	 voor	 het	 succesvol	 afronden	
van	een	promotie	traject.	Bovendien	vind	 ik	het	een	mooie	primeur	dat	een	klinisch	chemicus	

















Dankzij	 jullie	 inzet	 is	het	gelukt	om	de	klinische	data	te	verkrijgen,	die	essentieel	waren	om	de	
diagnostische	waarde	 van	 de	 SWI	 en	DTI	 te	 evalueren	 en	 te	 relateren	 aan	 het	 	 conventionele	








	 Beste	 Stefan,	 in	de	 laatste	 fase	 van	mijn	promotie	 traject	ben	 je	betrokken	geraakt	bij	 het	
Parkinson	onderzoek	op	onze	afdeling.	Je	hebt	de	zwaluwstaarten	in	de	substantia	nigra	gescoord	
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